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Alba Garcı´a Seco de Herrera and Henning Mu¨ller
Abstract For difficult cases clinicians usually use their experience and also the in-
formation found in textbooks to determine a diagnosis. Computer tools can help
them supply the relevant information now that much medical knowledge is avail-
able in digital form. A biomedical search system such as developed in the Khresmoi
project (that this chapter partially reuses) has the goal to fulfil information needs of
physicians. This chapter concentrates on information needs for medical cases that
contain a large variety of data, from free text, structured data to images. Fusion tech-
niques will be compared to combine the various information sources to supply cases
similar to an example case given. This can supply physicians with answers to prob-
lems similar to the one they are analyzing and can help in diagnosis and treatment
planning.
1 Introduction
Clinicians generally base their decisions for diagnosis and treatment planning on
a mixture of acquired textbook knowledge and experience acquired through real–
life clinical cases [39]. Therefore, in the medical field, two knowledge types are
generally available [32]:
• explicit knowledge: to the already well established and formalized domain
knowledge, e.g., textbooks or clinical guidelines;
• implicit knowledge: individual expertise, organizational practices and past cases.
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When working on a new case that includes images, clinicians analyse a series of
images together with contextual information, such as the patient age, gender and
medical history as these data can have an impact on the visa appearance of the
images. Since related problems may have similar solutions, clinicians use past situ-
ations similar to the current one to determine the diagnosis and potential treatment
options, information that is also transmitted in teaching, where typical or interest-
ing case are discussed, and used for research [32, 52]. Thus, the goal of a clinician
is often to solve a new problem by making use of previous similar situations and
by reusing information and knowledge [1], also called case–based reasoning. The
problem can be defined in four steps, known as the four ’res’ [16, 32]:
1. Retrieve the most similar case(s) from the collection;
2. Reuse them, and more precisely their solutions, to solve the problem;
3. Revise the proposed solution;
4. Retain the current case in the collection for further use.
In this chapter, we focus on the retrieval step because the retrieval of similar cases
from a database can help clinicians to find the needed information [39, 45]. In the
retrieval step a search over the documents in the database is performed using the for-
mulation of the information need that can include text and images or image regions.
Relevant documents are ranked depending on the degree of similarity to a given
query case or the similarity to the information need. The most relevant cases are
then proposed on the top of the list and can be used to solve the current problem [4].
Text analysis and retrieval has been successfully used in various medical fields
from lung disease, through cardiology, eating disorders, to diabetes and Alzheimer’s
disease [25]. Text in the anamnesis are often the first data available, and based on
the initial analysis other exams are ordered.
In addition to the text in the anamnesis, another initial data source for diagnosis
are the images [52]. Visual retrieval has become an important research area over the
past more than 15 years also for medical applications [45]. In the past, the most com-
mon visual descriptors used for visual retrieval systems were the color histograms,
texture features such as Gabor filters and simple shape measures [45]. In recent years
visual words have had most often the best results in object recognition or image re-
trieval benchmarks [18] and have become the main way of describing images with a
variety of basic features such as SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [28] and
also texture or color measures.
In terms of medical cases, images are always associated with either text or struc-
tured data and this can then be used in additional to the visual content analysis for
retrieval. Most often text retrieval has much better performance than visual retrieval,
describing the context in which the images were taken. Furthermore, there is an evi-
dence that the combination or fusion of information from textual and visual sources
can improve the overall retrieval quality [17, 27]. Whereas visual retrieval usually
has good early precision and low recall, text retrieval generally has a high recall.
Combination of image and text search can be done as follows [15]:
• Combine results (ranked lists) of visual and text retrieval for the final results;
• Use visual retrieval to rerank results lists of text retrieval;
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• Use text retrieval to rerank results lists of visual retrieval;
• Use image analysis and classification to extract relevant information from the
images (such as modality types, anatomic regions or the recognition of specific
objects in the images such as arrows) to filter results lists or rerank them.
In 2013, the Center of Informatics and Information Technology group CITI pre-
sented the Nova MedSearch 1 as a medical multimodal (text and image) search
engine that can retrieve either similar images or related medical cases [33]. Case–
based retrieval taking into account several images and potentially other data of the
case has also been proposed by other authors over the past 7 years [37, 52]. Due to
the many challenges in biomedical retrieval, research has been attracting increasing
attention, and many approaches have been proposed [27].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
text and visual retrieval and discusses several fusion approaches. The biomedical
task and a evaluation framework are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the Khres-
moi system is presented as well as the experiments carried out on existing fusion
techniques to combine multiple sources. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
2 Visual and text information retrieval
To search through the large amount of data available there is a need for tools and
techniques that effectively filter and automatically extract information from text and
visual information. Text–based and visual–based methods [22] can in our scenario
be used for the retrieval.
2.1 Text retrieval
Most biomedical search engines, also systems searching for images, have been
based on text retrieval, only. Sources of biomedical information can be scientific
articles and also reports from the patient record [47]. The various parts of the text
such as title, abstract, figure captions can then be indexed separately. Some exam-
ples for general search tools that have also been used in the biomedical domain
are the Lucene, Essie or Terrier information retrieval (IR) libraries. Lucene2 is a
open source full–text search engine. The advantage of Lucene is its simplicity and
high performance [31]. Lucene was chosen for the experiments shown in Section 4
because it is fast and easy to install and use. Essie [23] is a phrase–based search
engine with term and concept query expansion and probabilistic relevancy rank-
ing. It was also designed to use terms from the Unified Medical Language System
1 http://medical.novasearch.org/
2 http://lucene.apache.org/
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(UMLS).Terrier3 is also an open source platform for research and experimentation
in text retrieval developed at the University of Glasgow. It supports most state of
the art retrieval models such as Dirichlet prior language models, divergence from
randomness (DFR) models or Okapi BM25.
2.2 Visual retrieval
Users of biomedical sources are also often interested in images for biomedical re-
search or medical practice [38], as the images carry an important part of the infor-
mation in articles. Rather than using text queries, in content–based image retrieval
systems, images are indexed and retrieved based on their visual content (image fea-
tures) such as color, texture, shape and spatial location of image elements. This
allows to use visual information to find images in a database similar to examples
given or with similar regions of interest. Figure 1 shows examples of the visual
information that can be extracted from the images.
Fig. 1 Shape and SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) information can be extracted from the
visual content of the images. In the left, the regions detected by a key–region detector are shown.
In the right, the arrows represent the center, scale and orientation of the keypoints detected by the
SIFT algorithm.
The most commonly used features for visual retrieval can be grouped into the
following types [22]:
• Color: Several color image descriptors have been proposed [5] such as simple
color histograms, a color extension to the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [42] or the Bag–of–Colors [19];
• Texture: Texture features have been used to study the spacial organization of
pixel values of an image like first order statistics, second order statistics, higher
order statistics and multiresolution techniques such as wavelet transform [43].
3 http://terrier.org/
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• Shape: Various features have been used to describe shape information, including
moments, curvature or spectral features [53].
Some systems, such as img(Anaktisi)4, FIRE5 (Flexible Image Retrieval Engine)
or LIRE6 (Lucene Image REtrieval), allow content–based image retrieval by various
visual descriptors and various combinations of descriptors.
In the following we present some of the processing steps that can potentially
improve the retrieval quality of images from the biomedical literature when fusing
them with text and/or visual retrieval, particularly for retrieval from the biomedical
literature: region–of–interest (ROI) identification, image classification and multi–
panel figure separation methods.
2.2.1 Region–of–interest identification
Annotations in images such as arrows are frequently used in images in the biomed-
ical literature (see Figure 2). If the marked regions can then be linked with text
describing the images, this can be used for retrieval of focused parts of image [40],
so retrieving the regions of interest and not entire images. Several approaches have
been used in the literature. For instance, Cheng et al. [10] segmented arrow can-
didates by a global thresholding–based method followed by edge detection. Also
Seo et al. [44] developed a semantic ROI segmentation. An attention window is cre-
ated and a quad–tree based ROI segmentation is also applied to remove meaningless
regions.
2.2.2 Image categorization
In the biomedical literature images can be of several types, some of which corre-
spond to medical imaging modalities such as ultrasound, magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), X–ray and computer tomography (CT) (see examples in Figure 3). De-
tecting the image type automatically can help in the retrieval process to focus for ex-
ample on one modality or to remove non clinical images entirely from the retrieval.
Image categories can be integrated into any retrieval system to enhance or filter
its results [49], improving the precision of the search [24] and reducing the search
space to a set of relevant categories [41]. Furthermore, classification methods can be
used to offer adaptive search methods [51]. Using image types as a filter is often re-
quested by clinicians as an important functionality of a retrieval system [30]. Some
web–accessible retrieval systems such as Goldminer7 or Yottalook8 allow users to
filter the search results by modality [36].
4 http://orpheus.ee.duth.gr/anaktisi/
5 http://thomas.deselaers.de/fire/
6 http://www.lire-project.net/
7 http://goldminer.arrs.org/
8 http://www.yottalook.com/
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Fig. 2 Examples of images with annotations found in the ImageCLEFmed database. Annotations
emphasize specific regions of the image according to special attributes of the highlight region such
as lesions or structures important for the case.
ImageCLEF9 proposes a hierarchy of image types for document images occur-
ring in the biomedical open access literature [17], Figure 4 shows the proposed
hierarchy. For more details on the ImageCLEF campaign see Section 3.2. Once the
image type information is extracted, the predicted types can be integrated into the
search results to generate a final result list. Information on image types can be used
in various ways in the retrieval. The following approaches have been used to inte-
grate the the classification into the results [49]:
• Filtering: Discarding the images of which the predicted type is different to the
query. Thus, when filtering using the image type only potentially relevant results
are considered;
• Reranking: Reranking the initial results with the image type information. The
goal is to to improve the retrieval ranking by moving relevant documents towards
the top of the list based on the categorization;
• Score fusion: Fusing a preliminary retrieval score SR with an image classifica-
tion score SM using a weighted sum: α ·ST +(1−α) ·SM , where SR and ST are
9 http://imageclef.org/
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(a) Ultrasound. (b) Electron microscopy.
(c) Positron emission tomography (PET). (d) Light microscopy.
Fig. 3 Examples of images of various types that can be found in the biomedical literature.
normalized. This approach allows to adjust the parameter α to emphasize the
retrieval score or the categorization results.
2.2.3 Compound figure separation
Compound or multi–panel figures (figures consisting of several sub figures) consti-
tute a very large proportion of the images found in the biomedical literature. Image
retrieval systems should be capable of distinguishing the parts of compound fig-
ures that are relevant to a given query. Compound figure separation is therefore a
required first step to retrieving focused figures [17]. Figure 5 contains several exam-
ples of compound figures.
Several approaches have been published for separating figures from text in
scanned documents [12] and specifically, for separating compound figures in the
biomedical literature [2, 9, 11]. Chhatkuli et al. [11] proposed a compound figure
separation technique based on systematic detection and analysis of uniform space
gaps. Demner–Fushman et al. [13] determined if an image contains homogeneous
regions that cross the entire image. An hybrid clustering algorithm based on particle
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Fig. 4 The image class hierarchy proposed in ImageCLEFmed 2013 campaign for the image clas-
sification task.
swarm optimization with a fuzzy logic controller was presented by Cheng et al. [9]
to locate related figure components. Using a figure and its associated caption, Apos-
tolova et al. [2] determined if the figure consisted of multiple panels to then separate
the panels and the corresponding caption part.
2.3 Fusion of multimodal features
To combine visual and text search several fusion techniques can be used. Such com-
binations can lead to better results than single modalities. Text retrieval often has
much better performance than visual retrieval in medical retrieval [17], therefore
the right combination strategies need to be chosen to really improve performance.
This section describes several approaches for information fusion that have been used
in the past [14]. To combine the results/features of multiple query images into a sin-
gle ranked list two main fusion strategies were used depending on how the multiple
results from the feature extraction are integrated: early and late fusion. Early fusion
integrates unimodal features before making any decision (see Figure 6). Since the
decision is then based on all information sources, it enables a truly multimodal fea-
ture representation [48]. Unimodal feature vectors are concatenated into one vector
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Fig. 5 Examples of compound figures found in the ImageCLEFmed database. These examples
show mixed modalities in a single figure and several images from the same modality in the same
figure. Red lines separate the subfigures.
using a weighting scheme. Rocchio’s algorithm can also be applied to merge the
vectors of the same feature spaces into a single vector.
qm = αqo+β
1
|Ir| ∑i j∈Ir
i j− γ 1|Inr| ∑i j∈Inr
i j
where α,β and γ are weights, im is the modified query, io is the original query,
Ir is the set of relevant documents/images and Inr is the set of non–relevant doc-
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uments/images. Only the second term of the right part of the equation is used to
merge vectors when non–relevant documents/images are done [18].
Fig. 6 General scheme for early fusion.
Late fusion consists of a combination of independent results from various ap-
proaches, e.g., text and visual approaches. The ranked lists of retrieval results are
fused and not the features (see Figure 7).
Fig. 7 General scheme for late fusion.
Two main categories of late fusion techniques exist based on which information
is used, namely score–based and rank–based methods. In order to obtain a final
ranking of a document d fusion techniques are required to reorder documents based
on various descriptor lists. An overview of fusion techniques commonly used for
the biomedical domain is given below:
• Score–based methods:
– Linear combination
LN(d) = αSt(d)+βSv(d)
where St and Sv are the textual and visual scores of the document d;
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– combSUM
combSUM(d) =
N j
∑
j=1
S j(d)
with N j being the number of descriptors to be combined and S(i) is the score
assigned to document d;
– combMNZ
combMNZ(d) = F(d)∗ combSUM(d)
where F(d) is the frequency of document d being returned by one input sys-
tem with a non–zero score;
– combMAX
combMAX(d) = arg max
j=1:N j
(S j(d))
– combMIN
combMIN(d) = arg min
j=1:N j
(S j(d))
– combPROD
combPROD(d) =
N j
∏
j=1
S j(d)
• Rank–based methods:
– Reciprocal rank fusion:
RRFscore(d) = ∑
r∈R
1
k+ r(d)
where R is the set of rankings assigned to the documents;
– Borda
Borda(d) = ∑
r∈R
r(d)
3 Biomedical retrieval
In this section, a biomedical retrieval scenario is investigated. An evaluation frame-
work for biomedical retrieval systems is proposed by ImageCLEFmed and this
chapter uses the same framework to make results comparable with the state of the
art.
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3.1 Medical scenario
A biomedical retrieval system should correspond to real practical informations and
be evaluated based on a corresponding scenario. Several user surveys and analyses
of search log files have been done for obtaining the place of text and visual infor-
mation in retrieval, mainly in radiology [34, 35, 50]. Based on these user analyses
the tasks in ImageCLEFmed were developed. Particularly radiologists frequently
search for images and have a need to search for visual abnormalities linked to spe-
cific pathologies. Usually not the entire image is of interest but rather small regions
of interest [46]. In the past text retrieval for these tasks has obtained much better in-
formation that visual retrieval [17], but combinations can profit from the advantages
of the two.
Currently, the used of only visual information still achieves low retrieval perfor-
mance in this task and the combination of text and visual search is improving and
seems promising [17].
3.2 ImageCLEFmed: an evaluation framework
ImageCLEF10 is the image retrieval track of the Cross Language Evaluation Forum
(CLEF)11 [6]. One of the main goals of the medical task of ImageCLEF (Image-
CLEFmed) [17] is to investigate the effectiveness of combining text and images for
medical image– and case–based retrieval [14]. Several tasks have been proposed
over the years since 2004, always in a very end user oriented way based on surveys
or log files analyses. In 2013, four tasks were organized:
• Image–based retrieval;
• Case–based retrieval;
• Modality classification;
• Compound figure separation.
The image–based retrieval task has been running since 2004 with changing databases.
The goal of this task is to retrieve images for a precise information need expressed
through text and example images. Figure 8 shows one of the 35 topics distributed to
the participants in 2013.
The case–based task was first introduced in 2009. This task aims to retrieve cases
that are similar to the query case and are useful in differential diagnosis. Each topic
consists of a case description with patient demographics, limited symptoms and test
results including imaging studies (but not the final diagnosis). An example of a topic
can be seen in Figure 9.
Since 2010, the modality classification task has been running. The goal of this
task is to classify images into image types that can be medical modalities or other
10 http://imageclef.org/
11 http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
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Fig. 8 Images from one of the topics in the image–based retrieval task of ImageCLEFmed 2013.
They correspond to the textual query ”pneumothorax CT images” that is also expressed in French,
German and Spanish.
Fig. 9 Images from one of the topics in the case–based retrieval task of ImageCLEFmed 2013.
They correspond to the textual query ”A 56–year–old woman with Hepatitis C, now with abdomi-
nal pain and jaundice. Abdominal MRI shows T1 and T2 hyperintense mass in the left lobe of the
liver which is enhanced in the arterial phase”.
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types occurring in the biomedical literature. More information can be found in Sec-
tion 2.2.2.
In 2013, a compound figure separation task was added as a large portion of im-
ages in the literature turn out to be compound figures.
The ImageCLEFmed evaluation framework gives access to the tools developed
for the described tasks including databases and ground truth. These tools were used
to conduct the fusion experiments presented in Section 4.
4 Khresmoi and evaluation of fusion techniques
To search through large amounts of biomedical data, the Khresmoi12 project is de-
veloping a multilingual multimodal search and access system for medical and health
information and documents [3].
In this section, the work on text and visual fusion as part of Khresmoi is pre-
sented. More on the employed fusion techniques can also be found in [21]. The ex-
periments use the ImageCLEFmed 2013 database of the case–based task described
in Section 3.2.
For text retrieval, Apache Lucene was used (see Section 2.1). The results achieved
with this approach on the case–based task of ImageCLEF is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Results of the approaches at the ImageCLEF case–based retrieval task when using only
text retrieval.
Run MAP Bpref P10 P30
Best textual ImageCLEF run 0.2429 0.2417 0.2657 0.1981
Textual 0.1791 0.1630 0.2143 0.1581
For visual retrieval, a combination of the following descriptors were extracted to
incorporate color and texture information from the images [20]:
• color and edge directivity descriptor (CEDD) [7];
• bag of visual words using SIFT, Scale Invariant Feature Transform, (BoVW) [28];
• fuzzy color and texture histogram (FCTH) [8];
• bag of colors (BoC) [19];
• BoVW with a spatial pyramid matching [26] (BoVW–SPM);
• BoC with n×n spatial grid (Grid BoC).
To enhance visual retrieval several fusion strategies described in Section 2.3 were
tested to combine results of each of the query images and of several visual descrip-
tors of the same image. Table 2 shows the results of the visual retrieval using this
combination of fusion rules.
12 http://www.khresmoi.eu/
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Table 2 Results of the approaches for the ImageCLEF case–based retrieval task when using vari-
ous fusion strategies for visual retrieval. Query and descriptor fusion is combined.
Queries f. Descriptors f. MAP Bpref P10 P30
Best visual ImageCLEF run 0.0281 0.0335 0.0429 0.0238
Rocchio Borda 0.0004 0.0092 0 0
Rocchio combMAX 0.0004 0.0096 0 0.0029
Rocchio combMIN 0.0002 0.0093 0 0.0019
Rocchio combMNZ 0.0008 0.0084 0.0029 0.0048
Rocchio combSUM 0.0006 0.0084 0.0029 0.0038
Rocchio RRF 0.0005 0.0085 0 0.0038
Borda Borda 0.0005 0.0060 0 0.0019
Borda combMAX 0.0004 0.0066 0 0.0019
Borda combMIN 0.0002 0.0124 0 0
Borda combMNZ 0.0009 0.0055 0.0029 0.0038
Borda combSUM 0.0005 0.0060 0.0029 0.0029
Borda RRF 0.0012 0.0061 0.0086 0.0057
combMAX Borda 0.0006 0.0062 0.0066 0.0019
combMAX combMAX 0.0006 0.0089 0.0057 0.0029
combMAX combMIN 0.0003 0.0156 0 0.0019
combMAX combMNZ 0.0036 0.0077 0.0114 0.0057
combMAX combSUM 0.0021 0.0077 0.0086 0.0067
combMAX RRF 0.0013 0.0066 0.0086 0.0048
combMIN Borda 0.0005 0.0077 0.0029 0.0029
combMIN combMAX 0.0006 0.0091 0.0086 0.0038
combMIN combMIN 0.0003 0.0172 0 0.0019
combMIN combMNZ 0.0032 0.008 0.0086 0.0057
combMIN combSUM 0.0015 0.0079 0.0057 0.0057
combMIN RRF 0.0011 0.0060 0.0086 0.0067
combMNZ Borda 0.0005 0.0061 0.0029 0.001
combMNZ combMAX 0.0004 0.0077 0 0.0038
combMNZ combMIN 0.0001 0.0111 0 0.001
combMNZ combMNZ 0.0029 0.0058 0.0086 0.0067
combMNZ combSUM 0.0011 0.0053 0.0057 0.0057
combMNZ RRF 0.0008 0.0055 0.0029 0.0038
combSUM Borda 0.0005 0.006 0.0029 0.0019
combSUM combMAX 0.0005 0.0084 0.0057 0.0038
combSUM combMIN 0.0002 0.0127 0 0.0019
combSUM combMNZ 0.0033 0.0075 0.0086 0.0076
combSUM combSUM 0.0014 0.0067 0.0086 0.0067
combSUM RRF 0.0009 0.0051 0.0029 0.0048
RRF Borda 0.0005 0.0057 0 0.0019
RRF combMAX 0.0004 0.0070 0 0.0038
RRF combMIN 0.0002 0.0121 0 0
RRF combMNZ 0.0037 0.0129 0.0086 0.0067
RRF combSUM 0.0011 0.0060 0.0086 0.0067
RRF RRF 0.0010 0.0047 0.0029 0.0057
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The results of the combination of text and visual approach are shown in Table 3.
The visual approach selected for these combination used RRF for query fusion and
combSUM for the fusion of the descriptors, obtaining the best results in terms of
MAP (MAP=0.0037) and P30 (P30=0.0067)(see Table 2).
Although in previous ImageCLEF campaigns, the mixed submissions sometimes
achieved worse performance than the textual runs, the best result among all the ex-
periments carried out on this chapter was obtained using a linear combination of text
and visual search (MAP=0.1795). The weight of each rank was defined by a function
of their performance in terms of MAP, where the best MAP scores obtained using
text (MAP(T ) = 0.1293) and visual (MAP(V ) = 0.0204) search in ImageCLEFmed
2011 [29] were employed. Despite the lower performance of the the visual and tex-
tual approaches compared with the runs submitted to ImageCLEFmed 2013, the
fusion of visual and text retrieval outperform the best multimodal approach submit-
ted to ImageCLEFmed 2013. This shows the importance of the multimodal fusion.
Table 3 Results of the approaches for the ImageCLEF case–based retrieval task when using vari-
ous fusion strategies to combine visual and textual information.
Visual+textual f. MAP Bpref P10 P30
Best ImageCLEF run 0.1608 0.1426 0.1800 0.1257
Borda 0.1302 0.1230 0.1371 0.1105
combMAX 0.1770 0.1625 0.2143 0.1571
combMIN 0.1505 0.157 0.2171 0.1438
combMNZ 0.1197 0.1257 0.1714 0.1133
combSUM 0.1741 0.1609 0.2229 0.161
RRF 0.1084 0.1011 0.1543 0.1114
LN 0.1795 0.1627 0.2086 0.1571
Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 describe the modality classification and compound figure
separation tasks. Both can be fused with text and visual retrieval to improve the
quality of the systems but this has not yet been implemented in our approach. The
modality classification of Khresmoi approached achieved an accuracy of 69.63%.
Moreover, the compound figure separation approach obtained the best accuracy of
all the ImageCLEF 2013 participants (84.64%) [20]. There seems to be potential for
improving performance including these techniques into the retrieval process.
5 Conclusions
In their practical work, clinicians have information needs when taking informed de-
cisions. Their work sometimes involves search for similar past cases.To help clini-
cians in their daily routine, several information retrieval approaches involving visual
and text retrieval are proposed.
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This chapter describes the methods to combine both visual and textual informa-
tion in a biomedical retrieval system. In the context of the Khresmoi project, experi-
ments on text and visual fusion were done using the ImageCLEFmed 2013 database.
Despite the low performance of the visual approaches on the case–based task, the
fusion of text and visual techniques are improving the quality of the retrieval. Ap-
plying weighted linear combination of text and visual retrieval ranks, results out-
perform the best multimodal runs submitted at ImageCLEFmed 2013 with a MAP
of 0.1795. It demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed the multimodal framework.
Moreover, image analysis can be applied to enhance the quality of retrieval system.
Image classification and compound figure separation are common techniques that
can be integrated into a retrieval systems to improve the performance of a simple
text or visual retrieval. The system achieved and accuracy of 69.63% at the Image-
CLEFmed 2013 modality classification task and 84.64% at the compound figure
separation task. Future work will focus on integration the modality classification
and compound figure separation into the retrieval system to show that they can con-
tribute to improve the retrieval.
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